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Flesh: Erotic Encounters with Mythical Beings: 

1 of 1 review helpful Great variety of old and new myths By Erica I was really impressed with how varied the source 
material is here Many different cultures some invented Not all the stories connected for me erotically but all were set 
in interesting places with compelling characters Some stories have dark and disturbing implications but that gives 
weight to the danger and power of myth anything else would have felt Eight delicious erotic stories of Fantasy with a 
capital F meet in this latest anthology from editor Jennifer Williams Like a Sacred Desire and erotic sf fantasy 
publisher Circlet Press The stories in Like Myth Made Flesh bring flesh and spirit together where mortals meet 
merfolk nymphs and Aztec gods to name just a few not just in the pleasures of the flesh but for the transformative 
power that sexual encounters can bring 
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